
   Glance

1. Continous and interrupted 
communication at boats and 
yachts.

2. Multi-screen video conferencing 
attribute to improve the quality of 
communication.

   Solution

Modeo Video Conference , a product 
that focuses on providing improved 
communication method with better 
satisfaction rate in boats and yachts on 
the coastline.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CASE STUDY

   Short Summary

Sector : Communication at coastline on   
               boats and yachts.

Communication at Coastline
on Boats & Yachts

   Problem

Since the start of humanity, all of the communication has been always 
a key factor in everyday life due to the nature of us. In this context, 
many technological investments and improvements are made in the 
area of communication through history.

As a result, new methods of communication are always searched 
to improve the satisfaction of communication, since the ages 
of communicating with smoke, people have improved their 
communication ways in very different areas.

For example in the communication at coastlines, which is 
problematic due to the communication lines in general. In this 
context, communication such as video conferencing tools which has 
emerged heavily since the COVID-19 has become a top priority at the 
coastline on boats and yachts.

For this need, we, as Modeo Family, present you our product:  
Modeo Video Conferencing

   Solution

Modeo Video Conferencing 

Modeo Video Conferencing is a product that offers multi-screen 
video conferencing for its users. With this feature of its, Modeo 
Video Conferencing promises ability to held the video conferencing 
meeting from users office, car and other areas that even includes 
transportation. 

As a result, Modeo Video Conferencing holds great potential in 
promising connection on the communication at the boats and yachts 
on coastlines with its properties.

Modeo Video conferencing offers a central cloud conferencing 
service which provides:



CASE STUDY

Potential Case for Modeo Video Conferencing 

You are a yacht owner and maintain your daily life mostly at your yacht. On daily basis, you want to communicate with 
your work associates, family members and friends naturally. In this context, to improve and have a better communication 
satisfaction rate, you look at the market for potential communication tools and find Modeo Video Conferencing, which 
promises ability to held the video conferencing meeting from users office, car and other areas that even includes 
transportation such as your yacht.

1. Multi-screen video conferencing. 
2. Potential in the communication systems while in transportation.
3. Continuous and interrupted quality connection.

As a result, with the implementation of Modeo Video Conferencing, communication at the coastlines for boats and 
yachts can be satisfied.
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